HORWIN presents new vehicle in L3e class at the EICMA motorcycle trade fair

World premiere for the sporty HORWIN SK3 electric scooter
The electric two-wheeler manufacturer HORWIN is expanding its range with the SK3. The new e-scooter is
presented for the first time worldwide at EICMA 2021. Europe's largest motorcycle fair takes place from
November 23 to 28, 2021 in Milan (Italy).
The sporty light motorcycle in the L3e class drives up to 90 km/h. This is ensured by a center motor with a
maximum power of 6.2 kW. The battery (72 V / 36 Ah) has a range of up to 80 km (at a speed of 45 km/h).
A full charge takes just under five hours.
With its clear, angular lines, the SK3 differs from the round shapes of the HORWIN EK3 and EK1 e-scooters.
So he is tapping into a new target audience. There are three colors to choose from: metallic blue, metallic
grey and black.
The SK3 is equipped with numerous technical refinements. These include all-round LED lighting, a clear
display, cruise control and a battery-, FOC energy- and CBS brake-management system. There is a helmet
storage compartment under the seat, which can optionally be filled with a second battery to double the
range to up to 160 km.
The HORWIN SK3 will be available in stores in Europe from the beginning of 2022. The recommended
retail price (including VAT) will be € 3,990. Shortly thereafter, the SK3 will be followed by its little brother
SK1 in the L1e class.
The new EK delivery scooter series EK3 DS (L3e) and EK1 DS (L1e) are also presented for the first time at
EICMA. The stylish delivery vehicles can be equipped with a second battery and have a range of up to 176
km (EK1 DS+) or 168 km (EK3 DS+).
More pictures and data sheets on www.horwin.eu/en/press
HORWIN Europe GmbH is headquartered in Kammersdorf near Vienna and has a well-developed dealer
network in Europe. The vehicles are produced at HORWIN Global in China specifically for European needs
in the areas of quality, safety and dimensioning. Europe’s headquarters is involved in vehicle development.
Behind HORWIN Europe are the entrepreneurial families Zhou Wei from China and Heinzl from Austria.
Further inquiry note:
HORWIN International Market | Sales Office: horwin@horwinglobal.com
HORWIN European Market: Hanspeter Heinzl, hp.heinzl@horwin.eu, Tel.: +43 2953 2325
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